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Electronic PEP User Guide

1. Accessing the PEP form
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

We strongly advise that both the Social Worker and the Designated Teacher have
the Electronic-PEP open during the PEP Meeting, therefore both will require
laptops. The Eclipse system allows more than one person to access the PEP
simultaneously. Given that most PEP Meetings are held in schools, if social
workers have difficulty accessing school WIFI systems, they should tether their
work laptop to their work mobile phone. If this is not possible, the Designated
Teacher will be required to complete form during the meeting.
When you first log on to the Eclipse system, using the credentials that have been
sent to you via email, you will be asked to reset your password. Your password
must be 8-16 characters long. You must use 1 capital letter, one special character
and at least 1 number. You will also be asked to create a secondary password for
additional security.
Designated Teachers – Please ensure you select the correct Team and Role
from the top of the screen (to the right of the person search bar). If you do
not select this, you will NOT be able to view the PEP forms. Your team and
role should appear as below: -

The next screen will be My Tasks – From here you have the option to click on
Work Lists or Allocations. Only Social Workers will be using the Worklists
Options. See Worklists and Adding the PEP. From this screen click the blue box
in the top right of the screen labelled Allocation.
A list of the children allocated to you will now appear on the righthand side of the
screen under My Case Load. You will also see your recently accessed cases on
the left-hand side. Click the name of the child in question.
Designated Teachers should NOT use the search bar at top of their Home page to
search for children’s names. They should ONLY use the Allocation option, as
stated in point 4 above. This will bring up only the list of children that are specifically
allocated to that Designated Teacher. Designated Teachers should only access
information on looked-after children attending their school. Any attempt to access
information on children without a genuine professional justification could
contravene data-protection regulations. If the name of the pupil you are trying to
view is not in your allocations, you must contact the Virtual School to request that
this is added.
When you first click on the pupil name, you may see a screen as below that states
‘Sorry, you do not have permission to view this information’. Please note this
is only in relation to the specific information, not the full record and does not mean
that you do not have access to the child’s record to complete the PEP.

Now click on ‘Person’ in the black tool bar on the left-hand side, their basic information screen
will now appear, as below:

LOCKED RECORDS
If you click into a record and see a red bar at the top saying locked record, you need to contact
the Social Worker and ask them to request you are given access via the SCS Team.

2.

Worklists and Adding the PEP

Only Social Workers can now add the PEP Form to Eclipse for pupils. Before a PEP Form can
be added to a pupil record for the first time, the Social Worker must add a ‘Personal Education
Plan’ Work List to the pupil record.
* PLEASE DO NOT REASSIGN WORK LISTS TO TEACHERS / SCHOOLS *
* PEP FORMS MUST BE ADDED AS AN INDIVIDUAL FORM – PLEASE DO NOT ADD
AS A GROUP FORM AS DESIGNATED TEACHERS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO VIEW THE
FORM *
-

Find the pupil record from your allocations.
Click on Work Lists from the black menu bar on the left-hand side.

-

Click on the Blue
button, and then the Blue
button – type personal. This
will bring up a list of available worklists including the EYFS, School Age and Post 16
PEPs.

-

Click on the green
button next to the correct aged EPP. This will open the
Worklist screen for the Personal Education Plan as below: -

-

You should ensure that you have notified the Designated Teacher that you have
created the PEP for the pupil on Eclipse.

-

Click ‘Add the Personal Education Plan form’ in blue and then click
this will open the PEP Form.

-

Please Note - If there is already an existing Work List open, you will get the below
warning. Click on

and this will take you to the open Work List.

3. Completing the PEP Form
You navigate around the form either by clicking the forward/back arrows at the top right
of the screen, or by clicking the name of the section that you want to go to in the left-hand
sidebar.
To add or change information in a section, you click edit in the top right corner of that
section. You can then edit the information in the section. When you’ve edited the section,
you MUST click either Save or Save and Next (if you want to save the information you’ve
added/changed) or Cancel if you don’t want to keep the changes made. The form will not
let you edit a new section unless you have either saved or cancelled the changes made
to the section you were previously working on. You will receive the following warning if
you try and edit a section before saving the current section.

If you are unsure which section you were editing, please look for the pen and paper icon
in the contents on the left-hand side bar – see below.

Any information with an Orange triangle in the righthand top corner is MANDATORY. You
will not be able to save and complete the section or form if you have not completed this
information.
The form is based along the same lines as the old paper PEP forms:
• General Information to be completed by the social worker prior to the meeting
• Pupil Views should be completed in conjunction with the pupil in advance of the PEP
meeting, with relevant teacher input as necessary.
• School Information to be completed by the school prior to the meeting
• PEP Meeting / Targets to be completed during the meeting.

PLEASE NOTE THE SCREENSHOTS BELOW SHOW THE YEAR 1-11 PEP, HOWEVER
THE GENERAL BREAKDOWN OF THE PEP AND THE PROCESS FOR COMPLETING
PEP’S IS THE SAME FOR ALL AGE GROUP (EYFS, SCHOOL AGE AND POST 16)

4.

Section 1 – Student information
This is to be completed by the Social Worker prior to the meeting. Once it has been
completed, some of this information will prepopulate on subsequent PEPs, so you only
have to fill it in once, then update as required.
•
•
•
•

•

Meeting dates - complete
First PEP? If you click NO, it will ask you if anything has changed since the last PEP
e.g. Care Placement / Personal Advisor / Social Worker or Education establishment.
Is school likely to change between now and the next PEP? If you click yes, please
note you MUST inform the Virtual School prior to any change of school placement.
Student Information –Year Group and Is the Child registered disabled are both
mandatory fields. Please note, if you do not add the year group correctly, this will
affect what is generated in the attainment section later in the form and will
prevent you adding the necessary information.
Contact information – this information will automatically pull through from the
relationships stored in Eclipse. If you need to add a professional here, they will need
to be added in the relationship section in the main Eclipse record. Please contact the
Virtual School if you need assistance with this.

5.

Section 2 – Pupil View
This part of the plan should be completed in advance of the PEP meeting in
conjunction with the Pupil, as was previously the case.

6.

Section 3 – School Information.
This should be completed prior to the meeting as before:
•
•
•

•

•

School Name / Contact details – Name of School, Address and Phone Number
School Ofsted rating has been added as a drop-down and is a mandatory field
Name and Contact Details of VSH – For children and young people educated
outside of Wolverhampton, please ensure details for the VSH from authority in which
they’re educated is also added alongside that of the Wolverhampton VSH.
Attendance – if less than 95%, a box with “What is the reason for attendance being
below 95% and what is being done to address this” will appear and needs to be
completed.
Exclusions – if you click “yes” a box will appear; you can add as many as necessary.
You will be asked for the reason for each exclusion in the form of a drop-down menu
and for an additional actions or information relating to the exclusion.

7.

Section 4 - Attainment & Progress Tracker
This is the biggest change to the old PEP. It will ask you for all previous & current
attainment & progress data for all core subjects, and how the grades equate to agerelated expectations; as in the previous PEP form. However, rather than viewing the
same table for all pupils, you should only see the relevant subject boxes, based on the
child’s year group and Key Stage (see the point on year group in Section 1). For
example, you will only be asked for current attainment & progress in reading if the child
is at the relevant key stage (1 and 2); if they are at key stage 3 or 4 then it will ask for
current English attainment, and previous reading levels. All current and previous
attainment should be completed. If the data isn’t all available, the form can be saved
and the data added a later date, allowing the form to be completed
•
•

•
•

Current attainment in the core subjects is mandatory data. Previous attainment data
will then pre-populate in subsequent PEPs
Under “current attainment / progress” for each core subject, it will ask “How does this
compare to age-related expectations?”, as in the previous PEP form. When you answer
this question in relation to progress, it will ask whether that progress has been supported
by pupil premium – this will help us to track the impact of pupil premium funding.
It will let you add as many subjects as you want. Please add and complete all relevant
subjects
Click NEXT when complete

8.

Section 5 (To be completed during the PEP meeting)
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

This is much the same as before – attitude, strengths, out-of-school activities etc
“Involvement of the carer(s) in supporting the pupil's education” – this is a new and
important section. If you click NO to the questions about how the carer supports
education, a box will appear with a request for further info or action
“Involvement of other agencies” – it will let you add or delete as many as required
SEND – if you click YES (they have a SEND) then the section will appear, otherwise it
will remain minimised. Other questions (EHCP / alternative provision / modified timetable
etc) will bring sections for additional info only if required (ie if you click YES). It also
allows you to upload documents such as the EHCP / IEP

Targets – previous and new – straightforward and similar to the previous PEP form,
except it asks specifically for an English and a Maths target for all pupils, then lets you
add as many additional targets as necessary. It also asks for details of whether the target
will be supported by pupil premium.
Once a target has been set and saved, it will then pre-populate automatically in
subsequent PEPs. Click either ongoing, achieved, not achieved or no longer
applicable. All targets will then pull through to the next PEP. Where you have marked
a target as Achieved or No Longer Applicable, you must delete the target from the next
PEP. You can do this by clicking on the minus (-) button highlighted below.

Then click the + sign in the target box, next to status, to start a new target. All PEPs
should contain new targets as well as updates to previous targets where required
There is then a box to record any other Pupil Premium+ spending. Please ensure that
all PP+ that has been allocated to the school for this pupil has been accounted for.

•

•

Finally, there is the list of meeting attendees and the option to exit the form if you want
to make further additions at a later date or exit and complete which will complete the
PEP form, so no further additions can be made. If you do not complete the PEP at this
stage, you will need to do this from the Forms page. When you are ready to complete
the form, click the blue select button under ACTIONS to the right of the line (see below).
You will be given the option to complete the form which will mark it as complete. The
form is then completed, the date will be recorded in Eclipse, and the PEP cannot be
edited further.
At the very end of the form, there is now a box to add the date and time of the next PEP.
It is important that this is completed as it will generate the Worklist for the next PEP.

9.

Emergency / Unarranged PEPs
The Eclipse System is designed so that the Worklist for the next PEP starts 2 weeks
before the PEP is due. At this point, Social Workers must add the PEP form through the
worklist as this is not automatic. This is to allow sufficient time for the PEP form to be
generated and the pre-meeting areas of the form to be completed prior to the meeting.
If you need to create a new PEP ahead of this timescale, the Social Worker will have
to ‘force’ the system to start the worklist ahead of time. To do this: •
•

Navigate to ‘Work Lists’ using the option from the black tool bar on the left.
This will now show all your existing worklists.

•

Click on
next to Personal Education Plan and then click ‘Start Work List from the
drop-down menu.

•

A pop-up box will appear stating ‘You are about to start this work list’ – Click on

•

You will now be able to add the PEP form as per the above process.

10. Downloading completed PEP Forms from Eclipse
The process for downloading the PEP form from Eclipse has changed. To
download a PEP to a word document, please follow the below process: •

Navigate to the forms section as per the previous process. Click the blue ‘Select’
button next to the form you wish to download.

•
•

Click ‘Create Doc’
Select ‘PEP Output’ from the top dropdown and ‘Doc’ from the second drop
down as shown below. The click the green ‘Generate’ button.

•

You will see the following notification at the top of the screen.

•
•

Click ‘Documents’ from the left-hand toolbar.
The form you have just downloaded will now show with today’s date.

•

Click the blue ‘Select’ option and then download document.

•

Click open from pop up at the bottom of the screen. You may have to then click
‘Allow’. The PEP will then open in Word format. This can then be saved or emailed as necessary.

11. Instructions for finding historic PEPs – SOCIAL WORKERS ONLY
1. Find pupil from your allocations
2. Click on the Documents option from the left-hand toolbar
3. Click on Case Note attachments
There should be a record called ‘Migrated Case Recording from Early
Help Eclipse System’
4. Click on Select and then Download. You may need to click open at the bottom
of the screen.

5. This will open a Zip File which will contain PDF versions of all historic PEP’s
for that pupil.

